
while for smaller cities a suitable size may be
20 000. The division of the city into
autonomous quarters or districts – the name
is unimportant – is necessary for achieving
sustainable development. This process of
dividing the city into quarters is most
effective in promoting sustainable
development when these divisions are
legitimized politically, and when city’s

elected councils are given a remit to protect
and enhance the quality of the local
environment. The quarter has the potential
to support further the process of sustainable
development, when its form is compatible
with – and promotes – public transport, food
production, waste and energy recycling and
environmentally friendly systems of heating
and power supply.
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The degree to which a city is sustainable is

affected both by the form of the urban street

block and also by the composition of the

activities it accommodates. The way in which

the street blocks are designed and the land

use mix within street blocks also affects the

quality of the built environment. Current

conventional wisdom adopted by those in the

field of sustainable development rejects the

cruder notions of land use zoning, in favour

of subtler urban structuring, based upon

a mix of uses and activities. The traditional

city with residential and office

accommodation arranged over ground floor

shopping streets is often cited as a model

arrangement for a lifestyle which is not

dependent upon high levels of mobility. It is

also argued that a city with a fine grain of

land use, rather than the homogeneous zones

of residential commercial or industrial uses,

common in modern metropolitan areas, is

more likely to reduce the need for travel,

and, incidentally, also be more likely to

create an interesting and liveable

environment. There is little doubt that a city

is judged by the quality of its public streets
and squares: by their form, the façades which
enclose them, the floor plane on which
visitors tread, and the great sculptures and
fountains which delight the eye. It is,
however, the size, function and structure of
the street block which gives form to public
space and contributes to the vitality of those
spaces. This chapter examines the various
ideas about the form and function of the
street block and its role in structuring the
city, analysing, in particular, the street block
in a sustainable city.

The street and ‘the street block’ of the
traditional nineteenth-century city received
great criticism during the 1920s and 1930s
from the leaders of the modern movement in
architecture. Le Corbusier, for example, said
of the street: ‘Our streets no longer work.
Streets are an obsolete notion. There ought
not to be such a thing as streets; we have
to create something to replace them’
(Le Corbusier, 1967). Gropius was
expressing similar sentiments: ‘Instead of the
ground-floor windows looking on to blank
walls, or into cramped and sunless
courtyards, they command a clear view of
the sky over the broad expanse of grass and
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